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Abstract In this paper, we propose a novel design of end-effectors that is special-
ized in caging manipulation. Caging manipulation has several advantages compar-
ing with traditional grasping manipulation. For example, caging can allow small
gap/margin between end-effectors and a target object, making the manipulator re-
lieved from constant contact and precise control. Therefore, caging manipulator
can avoid many problems from dynamics. Regardless of its advantages, intelligent
caging manipulators have not be realized. This is because, for one thing, it may
demand many actuators to realize flexible geometrical constraint (caging), for the
other thing, kinematic constraints of a general purpose manipulator prevents us from
applying direct caging approaches. We address this problem by introducing a novel
design/framework of end-effectors that is inspired by ROBOTWORLD. The frame-
work utilizes permanent magnet inductive traction method. The method is suitable
for coexistence of multiple robots and for reduction of actuator number by sharing
the same actuators. We discuss the concept and the basic framework of the proposed
caging manipulator and development of a finger component prototype. After that we
conduct basic experiments to evaluate the feasibility of caging manipulation and to
reveal the obstacles (challenges) for our manipulator.

1 Introduction

Our research group aims to realize a manipulation robot in logistics as shown in
Fig. 1. We are especially focusing on stable manipulation of packed objects. As
an example of market products for logistical use, KIVA Systems Corp. developed
an automatic object transfer robot system[3]. In that system, robots can manipulate
stockers, but the item-level manipulation is executed by human workers. We would
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like to realize an item-level manipulation robot for logistical use. The right-below
text area shows the target specifications of our manipulator.

Distributed
end

effectors

Transfer
target object

Base robot arm

Fig. 1 Conceptual sketch of a caging manipula-
tor in logistics applications.

• Target objects (Packed daily-use objects are
assumed)

– Shape : hexahedron family and cylinder
family

– Size : maximum is A4 size (210 × 297
[mm]), minimum is cylinder from 30 to 50
[mm] in diameter. a

– Weight : less than 1 [kg]

• Entire weight : less than 5 [kg]
⇒The end-effectors are supposed to be in-
stalled on a general-purpose robot arm.

• Time to transfer an object : within 10 [s]

a The maximum size is determined by consider-
ing the previous work[4] and the minimum size
assumes objects such as a PET bottle.

1.1 Related work

To realize stable object manipulation, there are two major problems. The first is
difficulty in acquisition of a precise geometrical model for the target object, while
the second is difficulty in precise recognition of the surface properties for the target
object.

As for the first problem, thanks to the recent technology improvement of stereo
cameras or depth imagers, it becomes feasible to acquire geometrical information
from sensors and control a robot based on the acquired information[12]. However,
they suffer from problems of eye direction and occlusion and cannot get full and
precise information. To overcome the model insufficiency, some researchers com-
pare the acquired information with data-base, and construct a manipulation strategy
based on the limited information[5, 2, 1].

Regarding the second problem, in traditional robotic manipulation, ”Force Clo-
sure” is the basis of the manipulation, but the simplified model is too fragile to
address practical problems. In contrast, some researches developed tactile contact
sensors to realize human-like haptic sense[8, 6]. But the human haptic sense is so
complex that it is still far from full imitation of the human capability.

Consequently we focus on more flexible manipulation framework ”Caging”[9, 7,
10]. As shown in Fig. 2, caging can constrain an object in its ”cage” geometrically.
The caging condition can allow small gap between the robot hand and the object.
That means the caging manipulation can escape from the force control. In addition,
the caging condition is independent from the object’s surface properties.
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1.2 Problem statement

If we develop an anthropomorphous caging hand as shown in Fig. 3, the number of
actuators is 16. Comparing with a simple gripper hand that needs only one actua-
tor, 16 actuators are too redundant. Therefore, this paper discusses design of more
sophisticated and concise framework for the caging manipulator.

(b) Caging(a) Grasping

Fig. 2 Conceptual images of grasping and
caging.

Horizontal slider

Vertical slider

Nail for
vertical
support

Rotation
center of fingers

Finger # : 4

# of DOF: 16

Fig. 3 Conceptual image of anthropomorphous
caging hand.

2 Technical Approach and Basic Design

First of all, in the caging condition, constant contact between the end-effectors and
an object is unnecessary. To utilize the advantage of its loose restriction, our ma-
nipulator surrounds the object gradually by moving constraint structures one by
one. The basic idea of the framework is inspired by Robotworld[14]; where sev-
eral robots work in the shared workspace. To realize a caging operation, following
functions are required.
Function 1: To measure the position and shape of the target object.
Function 2: To plan the alignment of the constraint structures that leads to caging
condition.
Function 3: To locomote the constraint structures one by one.
Function 4: To constrain the object in required directions.
Function 5: To transfer the object while keeping the caging condition.
It is effective to reduce the required number of actuators in Function 3 for a concise
framework. To realize the reduction, permanent magnet inductive traction method
[13] can be a powerful key technology. Fig. 4 shows the proposed framework. In the
framework, each function is assigned to each component. We designate this frame-
work as ”distributed end-effectors”. The end-effectors comprise following three
components.
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Partition
plate

Target object

Caging module
(L-shaped type)
Caging module
(Flat type)

Slider module

Connector to a robot arm

Finger component

Palm component

Distributed driven module

xyθ actuator

Connecting module

Nail to constrain 
an object vertically 
at the tip of 
caging modules

Permanent magnets
support fingers

Fig. 4 Framework of the proposed end-effectors (caging manipulator).

(1) Sensing component

A depth imager (e.g. Microsoft Kinect, Swiss Ranger) and two dimensional code
(2D-Code) reader are the main instruments of this component. They acquire the
shape and position of target object.

(2) Palm component

This component consists of a xyθ actuator, distributed driven modules and a con-
necting module. The distributed driven modules support the finger components un-
der the partition plate with permanent magnet pairs. The connecting module is in-
stalled at the motion part of the xyθ actuator, and it makes connection with the dis-
tributed driven module by inserting connection pins. The connecting module also
drives the vertical motion of the slider module in the finger component. This palm
component is the key part to save the number of required actuators.

(3) Finger component

This is the main component to constrain the target object. Horizontal constraint is
realized by a body plate of the finger front. In contrast, vertical constraint is realized
by a nail installed at the bottom of the component. When an object is too close to a
neighbor object, another nail is inserted at the edge of the target object and the palm
component pushes the object to make enough space for inserting the caging module
(i.e. the distributed fingers) as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Conceptual image of drag function.

Summary of the end-effectors’ framework

We use names ”palm” and ”finger” to make it easy to understand the framework,
however, the structure itself is quite different from human hand. Especially almost
all motion axes are orthogonal to each other, therefore, it is very easy (intuitive) to
design the finger alignment strategy. Fig. 6 shows the task flow. In this framework,
the number of actuators is nine (one in each four fingers + five in the palm). This is
drastically concise comparing with the anthropomorphous caging hand that has 16
actuators.

(1) Sensing shape/position
      of objects (Sensing module)

(2) Computing caging formation

(3) Alignment of finger compo.
     (xy   actuator and 
      distributed driven module)

(4) Moving down caging module
      (Slider module)

(5) Nail insertion under object
     (Caging module)

(6) Object transfer

(7) Release nails
     (Caging module)

(8) Moving up caging module
     (Slider module)

(3),(4) (5)

(6)

(1),(2)

Fig. 6 Task flow of the caging manipulator.
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3 Development of Finger Component Prototype

Fig. 7 shows the developed finger component. Its weight is 300 [g], and the thickness
of the caging module is 10 [mm]. The caging module gives geometric constraint to
a target object , and the slider module drives the caging module vertically.

10m
m

Slider
module

Caging
module

Fig. 7 The developed finger component.

(a) Flat type

Two
direction
constraint

(b) L type
(c) Examples
of alignment

One
direction
constraint

Fig. 8 Variations of caging module.

3.1 Design details of the caging module

The caging module has three functions; (a) To give horizontal geometric constraint,
(b) To give vertical geometric constraint and (c) To drag the object horizontally.

The side body plate of the caging module realizes function (a). The plate has
two variations as shown in Fig. 8. If the object is hexahedron family, it can be caged
with two L type caging modules. Because the L type caging modules is equivalent to
two flat type caging modules, but it is faster and easier to operate. A horizontal nail
realizes function (b). The nail is installed at the bottom of the caging module and
it is rotated and inserted under an object to support weight of the object. Function
(c) is realized by inserting a thin nail between the wall of a box and an object (or
between objects), and by dragging the object horizontally as shown in Fig. 5.

The most important design key point is how to actuate the two nails by one actu-
ator. As shown in Fig. 9, the both nails are driven by gear transmission mechanisms.
The center gear (b) has half non-toothed part, and the part makes it possible to se-
lect/switch a driving nail.

3.2 Design details of the slider module

The slider module realizes height control of the caging module. Generally speaking,
precise height control is essential because the height of the caging module has a
large effect to the nail insertion force. However, it is very difficult to detect precisely
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the bottom boundary of an object. That means precise vertical mechanisms such as
lead screw and rack & pinion are useless.

The caging module hangs via a wire, and is driven vertically by winching the
wire as shown in Fig. 10. The connecting module rotates a pulley to winch the wire
via a magnet coupling. This crane mechanism needs a tensioner to keep the wire
tension constant, and the tensioner can detect a contact with the floor or an object.
The crane mechanism is suitable for making a coherent state between the caging
module and the floor. Therefore, it does not need precise height control to align the
nail at the boundary.

[Cross section view of gears]

b

a c

DC motor

ba c

Horizontal nail Vertical nail

Fig. 9 Motion of horizontal and vertical nails.

Pulley to 
winch wire

Magnet
coupling A A

Slider mechanism
using hollow pipes

[A-A cross-section]

Pulley

M  g

M  g

Driving
by wire

n

s
(Ms+Mn)g 

Driving source
is installed at 

the connecting
module

Fig. 10 The crane mechanism using wire and
magnet coupling

4 Experiments

4.1 Feasibility test of caging manipulation

Fig. 11 shows the experimental test bench to evaluate the feasibility of caging ma-
nipulation. The test bench can imitate a vertical pick-up motion (One DOF) of a
robot arm that is equipped with the distributed end-effectors. As a driving source of
the distributed driven modules, a manual xyθ table was implemented. One devel-
oped finger component and two dummy fingers are used for constraining an object.
The dummy finger has the same dimension (size) and hangs under the partition
plate with permanent magnets. But it is not installed with the actuators and sensors,
therefore, the dummy finger needs to be actuated by human hands.

Eight kinds of daily-use objects are selected as manipulation target objects. Fin-
gers’ alignment is designed empirically as shown in Fig. 12. As a basic idea, for-
mation (a) is applied for cylinder shape, formation (b) for general hexahedron and
formation (c) is applied for hexahedron with high aspect ratio (thin box). In the
future, we will use the our developed algorithm [16] to realize automatic planning.

The experimental procedure is as follows; (1) To align the finger component and
dummy fingers around the object, (2) To control the height of slider module and
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insert the horizontal nail under the object, (3) To brake the slider and simulate the
arm vertical motion, (4) To check the robustness of the caging by applying external
force from the outside of the cage. By executing this experiment, it was confirmed
that all eight objects can be caged and resist against external force even if there
are 5 [mm] margins between the caging module and the object. Fig. 13 shows the
experimental results.

Trapezoidal
screw threads 

Shell
plate

xy table (manual)

Dummy
fingers

x

y

Fig. 11 Experimental environment.

(Formation a) 
3 flat type modules 

for cylinder

(Formation b) 
2 L type modules
for cuboid with
 low aspect ratio

(Formation c) 
2 L and 1 flat type modules for 
cuboid with high aspect ratio

Fig. 12 Caging formations.

CD case

Packing tape

Hardcover book

Spray can

A4 binder

Bowl

Tissue box

Mug cup

Fig. 13 Experimental results (Snapshots of constrained tar-
get objects).
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4.2 Performance experiment of horizontal nail insertion

The horizontal nail insertion is the most uncertain process in the task flow. We evalu-
ated its performance by experiments. Fig. 14(a) shows the experimental setup where
θ is the angle of chamfer and M is the object mass. Chamfered distance is fixed at
1 [mm], meanwhile the angle of chamfer is varied. The horizontal nail is actuated
by a DC motor. Each configuration is examined five trials, and each success rate is
counted.

Fig. 14(b, c, d) is the results of the nail insertion when the object mass (M) is
100 [g], 500 [g], and 1 [kg] respectively. In the table, each box is painted in deep
orange where the nail insertion succeeded in all five trials, in light orange where it
succeeded from one to four trials, and white where all trials failed.

A gap made by chamfer (chamfer gap) is the allowable limit of nail-floor gap
to insert the nail. Blue lines (insertion limit line) are boundary lines between an
area where the nail-floor gap is smaller/larger than the chamfer gap. In Fig. 14(b),
the nail was inserted over insertion limit line, and this is because the object was
lift up by the insertion force. In Fig. 14(c), the insertion limit line has enormous

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
10 5/5 4/5 3/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
20 5/5 5/5 3/5 2/5 0/5 0/5
30 5/5 5/5 5/5 2/5 0/5 0/5
40 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5
50 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5
60 5/5 5/5 5/5 4/5 2/5 2/5
70 5/5 5/5 4/5 2/5 1/5 0/5
80 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0 5/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
10 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 1/5
20 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5
30 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5
40 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5
50 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5
60 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5
70 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5
80 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 5/5

30 [deg]

1 [mm]

Nail

nail-floor gap
Object

[d
eg

]

[d
eg

]M
chamfer gap

(a) Experimental setup of nail insertion (b) Success number of times (M=100 [g])

(c) Success number of times (M=500 [g])

nail-floor gap [mm]

nail-floor gap [mm]

[d
eg

]

(d) Success number of times (M=1 [kg])

nail-floor gap [mm]
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

0 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
10 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
20 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
30 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
40 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
50 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
60 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
70 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
80 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5

insertion
limit line

Fig. 14 Results of the horizontal nail insertion experiment.
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influence, and the nail insertion becomes impossible outside of it. In addition, the
angle of chamfer (θ ) also has influence on the nail insertion, and its influence is
remarkable when the nail-floor gap is large. Smaller nail-floor gap makes it easier to
insert the nail especially when θ is between 10 [deg] and 70 [deg]. Unfortunately,
the nail insertion under the 1 [kg] object was impossible, although the motor has
theoretically sufficient power to insert the nail.

5 Conclusion

Thorough this work, we have two main experimental insights as following.

(1) What are OBSTACLES for our caging manipulator?

Through the development and experiments, we have found four obstacles for our
manipulator.

(1) Size/Dimension of the horizontal nail in the caging module
(2) Stiffness of the slider module and the partition plate
(3) Three dimensional rotation of the target object with high aspect ratio
(4) Too small gap or chamfer between the target object and the floor

(1) Size/Dimension of the horizontal nail : The horizontal nails are important
parts to support weight of the target object. However the size is restricted by the
thickness and width of the caging module. In addition, the size of the horizontal
nail has large relation to the allowable margin/gap between the caging module and
the target object. Consequently in the experiment A, we needed more number of
fingers comparing with initial intuition. That is, we used three finger components to
constrain the objects with high aspect ratio.

(2) Stiffness of the slider module and the partition plate : When inserting the
horizontal nail under the target object or lifting up the object, vertical force is ap-
plied to the tip of caging module. To reduce the unintended deformation of the
caging module, not only the slider module but also the partition plate should be stiff
enough. This is because the bend of the partition plate can induce the misalignment
of the caging module. In current condition, we selected aluminum plate for the par-
tition, but in the next prototype we will try more stiff material such as non-magnetic
stainless steel.

(3) Three dimensional rotation of the target object : In the feasibility experi-
ment, two L type caging modules and one flat type caging module are necessary to
cage an object with high aspect ratio. If we use only two L type caging modules,
the end-effectors need to support the vertical force (weight) at the opposing corners.
However in this condition, the object rotates in the axis of the diagonal line. Conse-
quently we need to introduce a sensing process and a finger alignment algorithm that
is suitable for manipulating an object with high aspect ratio. Or we can introduce the
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”grasping by caging”[11, 15] technology to build a loose-contact-based grasping by
starting from contact free caging.

(4) Too small gap or chamfer : The horizontal nail insertion is the only process
that needs to consider the effect of friction. In the experimental result (Fig. 14(d)),
it is found that the motor requires more power than expected. There is tiny round
part at the tip of the horizontal nail, consequently the round part may collide with
the chamfer at the bottom of the target object. To overcome the problem, we need to
execute more experiments and estimate the uncertain effect of the friction between
the nail and target object.

(2) Advantages and disadvantages of caging manipulation

Table 1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of our proposed caging ma-
nipulator compared with the traditional grasping manipulator. The grasping ap-
proach has a large advantage in its versatility, hence many researchers adopt this
strategy. In contrast, the caging manipulator doesn’t need force control and it is ro-
bust against the surface properties of the target object. Unfortunately a caging ma-
nipulator may not be good at operation of a soft and deformable object. Human-like
robot hand has a large potential to realize versatile manipulation, in contrast, the
proposed caging manipulator is promising to perform stable object manipulation
that cannot be realized by human-like robot hand.

Table 1 Summary of qualitative comparison in grasping and caging manipulators.

•Impossible to control its posture inside the 
hand

•Difficult to manipulate soft/deformable objects
•Need to prepare multiple structures
to realize a solid cage

•Complex structures
compared with 1 DOF gripper

•Allow little error
of a geometrical object model

•Need sophisticated force control
to realize constant contact

•Difficult to configure optimal internal force
•Difficult to evaluate manipulation stability
in its operation

Approach Grasping (Force Closure) Caging

Principle Force constraint
by grasping force or frictional force Geometrical constraint by Caging

•Can control object posture inside the hand
•Can be realized with small number of 
actuators only for power grasp
(e.g. 1 DOF gripper)

•Possible to manipulate soft/deformable objects

•Allow substantial error
of a geometrical object model

•Needless of constant contacts
between end-effectors and an object

•Needless of force control
•Can manipulate a solid object
regardless of its surface properties

•Wide range of the manipulation target size 
(Large object)

•Concise structures compared with 
anthropomorphic robot hands

•Impossible to control its posture inside the 
hand

•Difficult to manipulate soft/deformable objects
•Need to prepare multiple structures
to realize a solid cage

•Complex structures
compared with 1 DOF gripper

•Allow little error
of a geometrical object model

•Need sophisticated force control
to realize constant contact

•Difficult to configure optimal internal force
•Difficult to evaluate manipulation stability
in its operation

Approach Grasping (Force Closure) Caging

Principle Force constraint
by grasping force or frictional force Geometrical constraint by Caging

•Can control object posture inside the hand
•Can be realized with small number of 
actuators only for power grasp
(e.g. 1 DOF gripper)

•Possible to manipulate soft/deformable objects

•Allow substantial error
of a geometrical object model

•Needless of constant contacts
between end-effectors and an object

•Needless of force control
•Can manipulate a solid object
regardless of its surface properties

•Wide range of the manipulation target size 
(Large object)

•Concise structures compared with 
anthropomorphic robot hands

Advantages

Disadvantages
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